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QUESTION 1

An administrator has recently upgraded from vSphere 6.0 to 6.5, and can no longer see the software iSCSI 

named vmhba33. 

Which could be the reason for this? 

A. The upgrade has changed the vmhba name. 

B. vSphere 6.5 automates iSCSI configurations. 

C. vSphere 6.5 no longer supports software iSCSI. 

D. The upgrade has deleted the vmhba; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A vSphere Administrator has received complaints that an MSCS cluster is failing over during vMotion 

operations. 

What action would minimize migrations for only the MSCS VMs? 

A. Configure the VM DRS Automation level to override as Partially Automated. 

B. Configure the migration threshold to Conservative for the vSphere DRS cluster. 

C. Configure the vSphere DRS cluster to be Partially Automated. 

D. Change the pathing policy to Round Robin for MSCS RDMS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true for Predictive DRS? (Choose two.) 

A. It balances resource utilization for virtual machines with unpredictable utilization patterns. 

B. It integrates DRS with vRealize Operations Manager to balance workloads for virtual machines before resource
utilization spikes occur. 

C. It balances resource utilization based on a threshold\\'s algorithm that runs each night. 

D. It determines the best placement and balance of virtual machines based on a threshold\\'s algorithm that runs each
night in vCenter Server 6.5 Database. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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Predictive DRS is a new feature that leverages the predictive analytics of vRealize Operations Manager with the
powerful resource scheduler algorithm of vSphere DRS. Together, these two products enable workload balancing for
certain VMs before resource utilization spikes occur, potentially eliminating a great amount of resource contention that
might have occurred in the past. vRealize Operations Manager runs its dynamic thresholds algorithm nightly against the
VMs on which it collects dat 

A. These dynamic thresholds create forecasted metrics for the future utilization of the VMs. The metrics are then passed
to vSphere DRS to determine the best placement and balance of VMs before resource utilization spikes occur.
Predictive DRS helps prevent resource contention on hosts that run VMs with predictable utilization patterns. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which additional vCenter Server feature must be configured for DRS to balance workloads? 

A. vSphere HA 

B. Resource Pools 

C. vMotion 

D. Proactive HA 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has decided to use Auto Deploy in the environment. Which two considerations must be taken into
account before configuring Auto Deploy? (Choose two.) 

A. Hosts in a cluster must be connected to a Distributed Switch. 

B. Host profiles are not supported when using Auto Deploy. 

C. DHCP must be configured to support PXE boot. 

D. Storage DRS must be enabled. 

E. A TFTP server must be setup and running. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 6

Which action can the Hybrid Cloud Manager perform? 

A. It can migrate virtual machines with vMotion between vCenter Servers with distinct Single Sign-on domains. 

B. It can manage vCloud Air and Amazon Web Services (EC2) from a single interface. 

C. It can migrate the virtual machines with vMotion between AWS, Azure, and vCloud Air. 
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D. It can move a virtual machine from vCloud Air to on premises vSphere. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two storage configurations on the source server are unsupported with VMware Converter? (Choose two.) 

A. Linux LVM 

B. Windows basic volumes 

C. software RAID 

D. GPT/MBR hybrid disks 

E. Windows dynamic volumes 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

In vCenter Server 6.5, which two host states can be configured as remediation steps with Proactive HA? (Choose two.) 

A. Maintenance mode 

B. Disconnected 

C. Powered off 

D. Standby mode 

E. Quarantine mode 

Correct Answer: AE 

Proactive HA Failures A Proactive HA failure occurs when a host component fails, which results in a loss of redundancy
or a noncatastrophic failure. However, the functional behavior of the VMs residing on the host is not yet affected. For
example, if a power supply on the host fails, but other power supplies are available, that is a Proactive HA failure. If a
Proactive HA failure occurs, you can automate the remediation action taken in the vSphere Availability section of the
vSphere Web Client. The VMs on the affected host can be evacuated to other hosts and the host is either placed in
Quarantine mode or Maintenance mode. References: 

 

QUESTION 9

Which is the maximum number of block devices (LUNs) that are supported by ESXi hosts that are running version 6.5? 

A. 1024 

B. 512 
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C. 2048 

D. 256 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

vSphere DRS helps to balance virtual machines with available resources in a vSphere cluster. What three types of
resources can be taken into account for balancing? (Choose three.) 

A. virtual NIC saturation of a virtual machine 

B. RAM 

C. storage latency 

D. CPU 

E. physical NIC saturation of an ESXi host 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 11

A vSphere HA cluster with four hosts has admission control configured to tolerate one host failure. Which statement is
true if a fifth host is added? 

A. CPU and Memory capacity will be set to 25%. 

B. CPU and Memory capacity will be set to 50%. 

C. CPU and Memory capacity will be set to 20%. 

D. CPU and Memory capacity will be set to 30%. 

Correct Answer: C 

Select the Percentage of Cluster Resources Reserved admission control policy. This policy offers the most filexibility in
terms of host and virtual machine sizing. When configuring this policy, choose a percentage for CPU and memory that
refilects the number of host failures you want to support. For example, if you want vSphere HA to set aside resources
for two host failures and have ten hosts of equal capacity in the cluster, then specify 20% 

 

QUESTION 12

A vSphere Administrator must ensure that when vSphere HA is triggered, the virtual machines are 

restarted by priority. 

What four VMrestart priorities are available? (Choose four.) 
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A. Medium 

B. Low 

C. Conservative 

D. High 

E. Disabled 

F. Aggressive 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

The values for this setting are Disabled, Low, Medium (the default), and High. The Disabled setting is ignored by the
vSphere HA VM/Application monitoring feature because this feature protects virtual machines against operating system-
level failures and not virtual machine failures. When an operating system-level failure occurs, the operating system is
rebooted by vSphere HA, and the virtual machine is left running on the same host. You can change this setting for
individual virtual machines. 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.0/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-601-availabilityguide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 13

Which is the predefined user name when publishing a Content Library? 

A. admin 

B. root 

C. administrator 

D. vcsp 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the result of a "Consolidate" action on a virtual machine? 

A. All snapshots on the virtual machines will be deleted. 

B. The virtual machine will be reverted to its last snapshot. 

C. Redundant delta disks will be combined and deleted. 

D. A new snapshot with memory state will be created. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15
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What counter should an administrator check to determine if a virtual machine is ballooning? 

A. swapinRate 

B. vmmemctl 

C. vmmemctltarget 

D. swapped 

Correct Answer: B 

Memory Ballooning is the memory reclamation technique used by hypervisor to reclaim the memory back from the
virtual machine. When ESXi host running low on physical memory, It uses ballooning driver (vmmemctl.sys) to
determine the how much memory from virtual machines can be get back to prevent the hypervisor swapping. 
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